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This paper deals with the problem of the two-dimensional flow of perfect 

fluid through the wing lattice composed of airfoils of an arbitrary section. 

Three methods being developed, the first one is an extension of Munk's airfoil 

theory, the second one using Fourier expansion and the third one an exact 

method of conformal representation. These theories have been ~veloped since 

1945 and, in this paper, they are explained briefly and also chronologically. 

1. Conformal Representation of the Wing Lattice of Flat Plates. 

The wing lattice composed of flat l>IFttes in the z-plane with pitch d, chord 

length c, d/c=J. and stagger angle r is transfo:rmed into a unit circle in the 

(-plane by the following well-known relation, 

d { -tr l 1 + K:;- tr l '+ A: } z=-- e og--~+e og--, 
27!' 1-K( (-K 

(1. 1) 

where A: is a constant determined by A and r. Expressing z=x+iy and _-=e'9
, 

we get 
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d { r t . -'l 2,c cos (J • 1 2" sin tJ } d . X = -- cos anh -· - ·· +sm r tan- • +m Sm r, 
TC l + K2 1-r.:· 

y= md cos r, (1.2) 

m=O, ±1. ±2, ...... . 

The trailing and leading edges correspond to .1:=e11
'1' and e18L respectively, 

where 

(1.3) 

2. 1. The Boundary Condition on the Surface of the Airfoil. 

In all the theories explained here, camber and thickness of the airfoil are 

assumed to be very small. 

The boundary condition on the surface of a rigid body is that the normal 

velocity component of ' the 

d., ' 

~/ q<x) 
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' '-----~ 
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relative flow must vanish. In 

the present problem, the uni· 

form flow of mean velocity V 
passing through the wing· lat

tice has a normal component 

Vn and a tangential component 

ve on the surface of the airfoil 

as shown in Fig. 2. To satis• 

fy the boundary condition we 
must cancel ont this normal 

component by some means. 

In the first theory, a method Fig. 2 

distributing sources and sinks of appropriate strength q (x) on the surface of 

airfoils is applied. 

2. 2. Flow due to Source Distribution and Circulation. 

The complex velocity potential due to a source of strength Q placed at 

point , =e'8 is 

hence the velocity of induced flow u at a point Xo on the surface of a flat plate 

due to a sou.Ice of strength Q placed at a point x is given by the following 

equation assuming x and Xo correspond to ~=e'' and e180 respectively. 
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u = (~W 1 ; __ cl.___-__) 
d r: dz ,=,o 

=---Q__. «:4-2K.2 
COS 2flo+l 

4d K {(1+«:2 ) cos r sin 80-(1-«:2 ) sin r cos Bo} 

sin (80-8) 
I-cos (80-8) · 

(2.1) 

If sources of strength q (.x) per unit length are distributed on the lower 

side of each plate and corresponding sink distribution on the upper side, then 

the velocity of induced flow liq at the point .Xo is given by eq. (2. 1) as follows, 

Uq (80) «:4 -2«:2 cos 28o+l 
_2_-n:_{ (_l_+_K2_)_c_o_s_r_sin Bo -(I - «:2-) _s_in_r_c_o_s_o~r • 

{CI +«:2) cos r sin 8-(1-«:2) sin r cos 8} 
«:4 -2«:2 cos 28 + I 

sin (80-8) dB 
l-cos(Oo-8) · 

In the neighbourhood of the trailing edge i.e. 8o=tJT+eo, where eo is a very 

small angle, we get 

(2.2) 

where K=K4 +2r.:2 cos 2r+I and K 1=K4 -2i.2 cos 28+1. 

Next we consider the flow due to the circulation of strength r around each 

airfoil. The complex velocity potential in the .--plane is 

(2.3) 

and the velocity Up at the point .Xo due to ciculation r is as follows, 

Up (80) -------~r-~c~1_-_K~4
)~------~ 

4d K{(l+K2) cos r sin 8o-(l-,c2 ) sin r cos 80} 

and in the neighbourhood of the trailing edge 

r (l-,c4) 

4d r.:eo ✓ K 

2. 3. Circulation and Force acting on the Airfoil. 

(2.4) 

At the 'trailing edge, both liq and Ur become infinite in the order of 1/eo 

and by the condition of Kutta-Joukowski, we get 
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U,z (Ox)+ur (Ox)=O, (2.5) 

and from this relation r is determined. 

Let the velocity of mean uniform flow be V, the angle of incidence be. a 

and the ordinate of the airfoil be y, then the strength of source and sink dis· 

tribution which satisfies the boundary condition on the surface of the airfoil is 

given by the following relation, 

q(x)=V sin a-V cos a ~; . 

Hence from eqs. (2. 2), (2. 4), (2. 5) and (2. 6) we get 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The force acting on the airfoil is perpendicular to the direction of V and 

its magnitude is p Vr, where p is the density ol the fluid. Let the force be 

P=-~-V2 CCL, 

then, the lift coefficient CL is given by the following equation. 

C _ 8 Ar. sin..!£__ _ 4 Ar. cos a (1-,c4) 

L- ✓K Tr ✓K 

2. 4. Examples.* 

In the case of a flat plate y=O and -4L=o hence dx ' 

C _ 8 Ar. sin ,i 
L- 1/ K 

· In the case of the parabolic section of camber I· 

(2.8) 

and after somewhat lengthy calculation, we get the following result. 

C _ 8 Ar. sin a 32 A2 I cos a l 1 + r.2 

L- ✓K + 1rc og-l-,;;2-. 

* The definite integral in eq. (2.8) can be calcu.lated by Simpson's rule and diagrams 
which facilitate calculation were prepared but they are not shown here. 
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3. 1. Flow Satisfying the Boundary Condition on the Surface of the Airfoil. 

Now we explain the second theory. We express the contours of the given 

airfoils as follows, 

x ;. { 2 1C cos U • 2 ,., sin tJ } , • 
-=--- cos r tanh- 1 • + sm r tan-1 -----.--- +m,. sm r, 

C 1r 1 +IC" 1--K,• 

y ,, (}' co (} -~=ao+ LJ a,. cos n + }..J b,. sin n '+m). cos r, 
C n=1 n=1 

(3.1) 

where fJ'=fJ-(}T• 

The normal and tangential components v,. and Vt on the surface of the 

airfoil are given by the following equation, 

v,. = V (sin a -- cos a _!l)'_) 
dx ' 

v, =V(cos a+sin a{}). 

The corresponding velocities vr and Ve on the circle in the _--plane are 

_ 2d ,., ✓ K sin fJ' 
vr~v,. n K' and Ve= -v, 

and after some calculation we get 

2d,., ✓K sin tJ' 
n K' 

Vr = V sin a 
2! IC { 2] ,.,2" cos r sin (2n + 1) (J -- I:: ,c2" sin r cos (2n + 1) 0} 

+ V cos a c (2] nb,. cos 11 (}' - I:: na,. sin n (}'), 

V 2d ,c i/ K sin (}' 
Ve = - cos a n K' (3.2) 

+ V sin a c CI:: nb,. cos n (}' - I:: na,. sin n {}') • 

To satisfy the boundary condition, we add a flow expressed by the follow· 

ing complex velocity potential, 

where _-'=_-e-'9r, C,.=A,.+iB,., C',.=A',.+iB',. and A,., B,., A',. and B:,. are 

constants. Normal and tangential components vr"'" and v,-r- of this flow are 

Vr*= - I:: nA,. cos n IJ-I:: nB,. sin • (} 

- I:: nA' n cos n (}' - I:: nB' n sin n O' , 
v8 * = - I:: nAn sin n O + ~ nB,. cos n (} 

- I:: nA',. sin n O' + I,: nB' n cos n O' • 
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If C,. and C',. are so determined that t)• l'Vr"=O, then the boundary condition 

on the surface of the airfoil is satisfied. Determining in this way the tangential 

component becomes as follows. 

+ * V 2d " 1/ K sin fl' 
Vo Vo = - cos r1. rr K' 

+ v sin r1. _?d t.{11-li:4) cos B' +2/C2 sgi~r_ siJ:!!l.l. 
rr 1/ K K' 

+ V sin a c (:1:' nb,. cos n {J' -:1: nan sin n (}') 

-,V cos r1. c (:1: nan cos n B' + :1: nbn sin n {J'). (3.3) 

3. 2. Circulation and Forfe. 

The velocity Ver in the ,-plane due to circulation r is obtained from eq. 

(2.3) and 

Ver=-
r o--,.4) 

2rr K' 
(3. 4) 

From eqs. (3. 3) and (3. 4) and by the condition v8 +v8"'+v8r=O at 8=8r, we get 

r= 4d /C ~ ~in a + 2rr C V (l-,.:4) (sin a :1: nhn-cos (/. :1: nan)' 
1/ K K 

hence 

The velocity w on the surface of the airfoil can be obtained transforming 

Vo+ vo"'- + Ver into the z-plane and 

w { rr K' . v=cos r1. 1 + 2,i,. ✓ k sin 8,- (:1: nan cos n 8' + :1: nbn sin n 01
) 

rr (1-/C4)2 } 
2,l1e ✓ KS sin 81 2] na,. 

+sin ,1.{-L[ (1-,.:
4
) ~l-~os fl') 2,.:2 sin 2r] 

K sm {J 

TT: K,' 
~~~~~~~ (:1: nb,. cos n (}' ,---- 2] na,. sin n fJ') 
2,l,. ✓ K sin (}' 

rr (1-1.4 )2 } 
+ 2,l,. ✓ J(S sin ()I 2] nbn • (3.6) 

4, 1. Method of Conformal Representation. ,J<.!< 

** An improved method of conformal representation was developed by Assist. Prof. 
G. Kamimoto, recently, and it will be published in the near future. 
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In the third theory, we apply the method of conformal representation. 

Generally, the wing lattice given in the z-plane is transformed into a unit 
circle in the ,-plane by the following relation, 

(4.1) 

where ,'=, r 10r and e, Co and Cn are small quantities if camber and thickness 

of the given airfoil are small. . 
We take .x-axis passing through the leading ancl. trailing edges of one airfoil 

as shown in Fig. 2 and express the contours of the given airfoils using para

meter iJ as the following equations in which fJ' =fl-Br and the trailing and 

leading edges correspond to fJ=Br and IJ=Br+rr respectively. 

x A { 2A: cos fJ --=- cos r tanh-1 -~~-+sin r tan-1 
C 1T: 1 +A:2 

2A: sin iJ } 

+ml sin r, (4. 2) 

00 00 

J--=ao+ ~ an cos n iJ' + L} hn sin n iJ' +m A cos r. 
C n=1 n=} 

(4.3) 

Putting ,=e19 in eq. (4.1), we get the following relations assuming e and Cn= 

An+ i Bn are very small. 

_.x_=_A_ {cos r tanh- 1 ·
2" cos./!_+ sin r tan-1 2,c s~_!} 

c 1r . l+JC" 1-JC· 

+Ao+ f: A,. cos n8'+ f Bn sin n8'+ml sin T, (4.4) 
n=} n=} 

__L= Ue_ :f} ,c2•>+ 1 { sin Cr-(2n+l) Br) cos (2n+l) 81 

c 1T: n=o 

-cos Cr~(2n+l) Br) sin (2n+l) 8'} 

+Bo+~ Bn cos n8'-- ~ A,. sin nB'+mJ cos r. (4.5) 
n=1 n=1 

Now the angle 8 corresponding to the trailing edge may differ slightly 

from Br and we express it by Br+br and also at the teading edge we express 

it by Br+rr+BL. And the geometrical conditions at the trailing and leading 

edges are as follows, 
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X 1 dx 
c =-2 and -dtF =0 at O=fJT ~BT, 

X 1 dx c~ -2 and do=O at fJ=fJT+11:+BL. 

From these conditions and eq. (4. 4), neglecting small quantities, we get, 

(4.6) 

. Comparing eq. (4. 2) with eq. (4.4) we get_ {};:::.IJ and by further comparison 

of eqs. ( 4. 3) and ( 4. 5) together with eq. ( 4. 6) and the following relations; 

we get 

,. sin2 r ✓K 
1-i.4 

Ao =L! b.in, 

Bo =ao, 

00 

I:: ,_zn+l COS (2n+ 1) {JT COS r • 
nso 

00 

I:: ,_zn+l Sin (2n+l) {JT Sin r, 
nao 

2. Flow around Airfoils. 

(4. 7) 

The complex velocity potentiaLof the flow around the unit circle in the 

plane is as follows. 
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• ( ,c )2 
+if_ log c:·- T+e 

4rr • (l+e) 2 
c;·- --

" 

(4.8) 

The circulation is determined by the condition ~~ =0 at 8=8T+iJ'l' and 
the lift coefficient becomes as follows, 

The velocity w on the surface of the airfoil is also given by the following 

relation, 

where 

W= (4.10) 

We=l-~l,=e19 

=---2r.Jtf- {(1+,c2) cos Cr+a) sin 8-(1-,c2) sin (r+a) cos 8} 

r (1-,c4) 
2rrK'-

+/Ki2 [vd {,c2 (,c4+2,c2 cos 28-3) sin (8+r+a) 

+(3,c4-2,c2 cos 28-1) sin (8-r-a)} 

- r,. (,.4 cos 28-2,.2 + cos 28) ] , 

dx 2,.d 
-d1,-=-rrx,-- {(1+,c2

) cos.r sin 0-(1-,c2 ) sin r cos fl} 

- L} n (A,. sin n 8' - B,. cos ,. 8') c , 
dy 2e,c d 

-do-= - ri-K,2- {(l-,c2 ) (,c4 +2,c2 cos 28+4,c2 +1) sin r sin 0 

+(l+,c2 ) (ic'+2,c2 cos 28-4,.2 +1) cos r cos 8} 

-L}n (B,. sin n8'+A,. cos n8') c. 


